Thank you so much for being vulnerable, for showing up and for participating. I
realize this is a time where we could easily forget what we have to be thankful for and
to stay in a place of anger, sadness or despair. This is uncharted territory. But,
together, and collectively, we chose to continue encouraging one another (i.e. sharing
gratitude) and to stay in a healthy state of mind by counting our blessings and
knowing what we’re truly thankful for, and what really matters. Expressing gratitude
is the antidote for the negative emotions we all experience from time to time,
regardless of the situation or circumstances.

YOU CHOSE TO RISE.
Joe and I have always felt very grateful that we’ve been able to grow our “family” over
the years and connect with each of you on a more personal level; face-to-face. We
have real relationships with our customers, or at least that’s always our hope. We’ve
resisted the online only platform for this very reason; we want to continue growing
and building relationships. And though our shows have been postponed for a bit, we
will connect again, in person, soon. Until then, we will do our best to serve you in a
way that is both meaningful and as personal as possible, through our website. We
read every e-mail that lands in our inbox. If you have a question, a suggestion, a
comment, or just want to share your wins with us, please do! We’re here cheering
you on!!
This is a time of isolation and many don’t have “many” to connect with. If you need a
pick-me-up, drop us a line! My background, as I’ve shared before, is in health coaching.
I am a good listener and I will always be happy to send back encouraging words. And
as Marie Forleo says, “Often times the the way out of hopelessness, is through helpfulness.”
Let’s stick together through this and come out stronger on the other side. Our hope
is that we can continue to be there for one another in ways such as this.
Peace and health to each of you, your families, your extended families and the world
as a whole.
Gratefully,
Joe & Marie Beckley
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Gratitude
I am grateful for:
1. good health
2. family
3. friends
1. My family/friends
2. Food/shelter
3. My health
4. A good job that provides
5. Freedom
6. Having a car to drive
7. That Ive experienced loss so I know how to appreciate things

What a great way to lighten up the COVID-19 mood.
Wow….where to start? I am grateful for so many things in my life….mainly
that my family and I are happy and healthy. I work in healthcare, so I am
extremely grateful that God is keeping me healthy to be able to help others
who are less fortunate during this chaoFc Fme. My daughter is a hair
stylist….so I am grateful my job is stable so that I can help her and my sweet
granddaughters stay aﬂoat. I take one day at a Fme. I lost my husband a few
years back and I saw how quick his life was taken away.

I am thankful that I wake up every day.
I buy your candles every year at the FesFval of the LiNle Hills. Thank you for
making such great candles.
Grateful God is in control
Grateful for a loving husband!
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Grateful for my three sons and their families!
Grateful for Fme spent with 8 grandchildren!
Grateful for my church family and pastor
Grateful for good doctors and kind nurses
Grateful for great neighbors
Grateful for my four best friends with whom I USUALLY share lunch, laughs and
concerns each week.
Grateful for my dog.
Grateful for yummy smelling candles! 😊

1) God & country 2) family 3) i'm alive and still walking

Family Life
My dogs
My job
Hello! Hope you are all doing well as can be during this different and difficult
time. We are in DESPERATE need of some candles :) but I am grateful for the roof
over my head, my job, my family and my health.
Miss you guys!
Your favorite Belleville customer
This is so awesome you’re doing this giveaway! This is something to be thankful
for in itself.

We need more positive outlooks coming through our
internet, thank you for encouraging us to be look on
the bright side.
1) The first thing I’m grateful for is my job. I know there are so many people people who
are out of work and do not have the opportunity to work from home. That in itself can be
so scary. I’m thankful that my profession is essential. We provide behavior therapy,
residential care, and day program services to individuals with developmental disabilities.
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Many people don’t recognize that our Direct support professionals are still going to work
and that we are in an essential need for the individuals we serve everyday. While some
people are working from home, we have people still coming to work to ensure their
client can maintain their routine. It’s amazing to see everyone pull together to support
those who need it most!
2) I’m grateful for my family. I

have an incredible support system
right now and throughout. It’s truly a silver lining but one thing I’m always
happy to show gratitude for! I have a 16 month old and with day care not happening
today, my family has been helping out immensely! I feel lucky that he has this extra time
with his grandparents and his cousins. I want him to feel so much love that he doesn’t
even notice what’s happening or miss day care. My job allows me to work from home a
little bit during the week right now and I’m so appreciative of the time with him.
3) My community. I’ve always liked my neighborhood but I’ve never had so much time to
appreciate my neighbors. Now we see them walking, we wave, we say hello, ask how
they’re doing and what they doing and actually want to hear it. It’s been kind of eye
opening to see all the ways that this has brought about some change. We’ve actually
met a few more our neighbors at a time that seems when we wouldn’t see anyone at all!
I live in an area close to stores that are usually stocked, easily walkable streets, and
have a yard. Those are things I take for granted, but now it’s great to recognize that and
say; I’m so grateful.
Thank for reminding us to see the silver lining in a time that seems a little cloudy! Can’t
wait to see you again in person soon!

What a great idea.
1. I am grateful for the coming of spring with the smells of
lilies of the valley and lilac
2. The migration of the orioles at my feeders. Their color
is amazing
3. My family and friends and all the blessing Jesus has
bestowed on me. Those seen And unseen.

I am grateful for my health, my job (able to work from home in these
scary times) and my family. Specifically my mom as she just had major
surgery a week ago and made it through
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Thank you for doing this giveaway and stay healthy and safe

1. Family
2. Being able to keep my job during all this craziness
3. My dog
This is awesome, thank you for this♥ Hope you are well and staying safe!!
I am grateful for
1. My Family
2. Good health (1 Daughter has Heart Disease & 1 has Asthma) so very thankful for
them being ‘healthy’ right now♥ Scary time for us!!
3. Lately, I am very grateful for the sound of my children playing together & laughing
even though their innocent world is temporarily flipped upside down. Xo

I’m grateful for this time with my family and their health, for all of the employees at essential
businesses that continue to keep this world going and I’m grateful for the small business
owners that Have made adjustments in their practices so that they may continuing servicing
their customers during this time!
Thank you and stay well!
Love love love your candles! My daughter and I come see you every year when you are at the
Belleville, Il fairgrounds before Christmas!! ❤
3 things I am grateful for:
1. My health
2. Loving people who are in my life
3. A home and garden that I love
4. This country I live in
My gratitude list;
*I am thankful and grateful to get to go to bed at night listening to the waves crash in the
shores of Maui and wake up in the morning sit in my van with the doors open and drink
my coffee to that same view.
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*I am thankful and grateful that I have an amazing family and a small group of, not good
friends, but great friends.
*I am thankful and grateful that my body gets up every morning and allows me to live a
beautiful healthy life.
*I am thankful and grateful that I have stood in places many people only dream about.
*I am thankful and grateful that I, unlike many others in the world, have to ability of
freewill and choice.
*I am thankful and grateful to have food in my belly, clothes on my back and shoes on
my feet.
*I am thankful and grateful that I am me

I can’t tell you how great it is to receive your email today.
- I’m grateful for my husband’s job at the hospital during this time. The future of our dance studio
is uncertain, but we have this! ❤
- I’m grateful for friendships and family. The rock that holds us together. ❤
- I’m grateful that no one I directly know has been positively diagnosed with the virus. Praying it
stays that way! ❤
Sending love & light your way, sweet friend! ❤

What a great idea for a give away!
I am grateful that my family and friends are currently healthy, that my daughter,
though she's far away, is great with money and will be able to pay her bills for the time
she is off, and also, that I have lots of spare time to spend with my hubby.
Thanks for this opportunity!
Hello!!
This is so nice!
1~My health.. without it you have nothing.
2~My husband... he keeps me calm
3~To be living in a safe country
So much to be grateful for!!!❣
Be safe❣
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I am grateful for
Family and friends
First responders
America sticking together.
And my employer
Thank you and stay healthy

I'm grateful for my kids, our health, and having food/home.

I LOVE your candles! Thank you for letting us share our blessings for the opportunity to
win 12! THAT is a blessing right there! BUT, I will add 3 more for good measure :)
1) I work for Community Hospital, a fantastic organization! I am grateful to them for giving
us the opportunity to work at home during these corona-crazy days. It allows us to do our
part to keep our oncology department running well behind the scenes, all while continuing
to make an income for my family.
2) as an extrovert, who is being forced to somewhat be an introvert during these days, I am
grateful for technology! I have been able to Marco polo, and FaceTime with friends and
family, keeping up with all their fun and news. I have also played a rousing game of Farkle
via Skype with my nieces, Along with texting and “jabbering” with my coworkers while we
are apart. Connection is so very important and I am grateful to technology to make that
happen.
3) last but not least, I am grateful for all of the church services that have been live
streaming on Sundays, and with encouraging words and emails during the week. Keeping our
faith, trusting, and continuing to have hope in the midst of a crazy world is what keeps us
centered. And having the opportunity to watch church services in our hometowns-or
Texas, California, Tennessee! Wow! I feel very lucky and spiritually filled all the same
time.
Thank you again for producing a wonderful candle. I keep them at different places all over
the house, and Lighting them always brings me peace and joy.
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1. I’m grateful for my faith and life in the Lord Jesus Christ
2. I’m grateful for my husband who loves me unconditionally until death do us
part
3. I’m grateful that my son has been in the Army for 12 yrs , currently deployed
and chose to serve our country.

I’m blessed to be able to talk and see my grandchildren through FaceTime.
I’m blessed to not having to go to work because I’m retired.
I’m blessed to be able to pray for all the people who still have to work e.g.
firemen police doctors nurses etc

1)
2)
3)
4)

5)
6)

7)
8)

I’m so thankful for my family and even more so after losing my husband of
40+ years so suddenly and unexpectedly last July.
I’m thankful that God allows me to wake up each day to be here for my kids
and grandkids and to enjoy another beautiful day that he has created.
I’m thankful for my 3 fur babies and all of my dear friends who always seem
to know when I need them the most!
I’m thankful that God allows me to remain here to help keep my husband’s
love and memories alive for my kids and grandkids (ages 14yrs down to 5yrs),
because I DON’T want them to ever forget their Gramps!!
I’m thankful that God has provided me with good health.
I’m thankful that even in my darkest moments God has a way of showing me
the light, because I have had my share of dark moments since losing the love of
my life!!
I’m thankful that God is showing me that I am and can be a strong woman
even when I doubt myself.
I’m thankful for all of the little signs from God showing me that Tracy (my
husband) is still with me even though he might not be here physically – like a
butterfly landing close by, or a dragonfly, a red cardinal out in the yard, a
rainbow in the sky and even just a simple song that comes on the radio and
makes me think of Tracy.
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I am grateful for:
1. My family
2. My health
3. My friends
You have a wonderful day.
Thanks for the chance to win your amazing candles

1. I am grateful for the health and well being of my friends and family!
2. I am grateful for the love of my husband (and my 3 fur babies)!
3. I am grateful that I am able to face each day with the strength that has
been insFlled in me by my parents for the last 50 years!

I am grateful for 1. My family 2. Faith 3. The beautiful signs of Spring.
What a wonderful idea! These are definitely most trying of times that we are
going through but with that being said; there are so many things to be thankful
for!
For me I am thankful for:
1. My husband Ron. I wouldn’t want to be doing life with anyone else!
2. My kids! I have raised to amazing young men and they have partnered with a
couple amazing young women. It fills me with joy to know they have their
person!
3. I’m so thankful I live in the country and I was taught how to hunt, fish, and
forage for food and make bread! My grandmother and mother passed on the
ability to make a meal it of almost anything!
Ever thankful!

1. My family is healthy
2. My dog
3. My home
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Thank you so much for your generosity at this crazy time. I truly love your
candles! I am grateful for my faith, my family and the beauty that comes out in
people during times of need. We are all here for one another and that is how
we will over come this pandemic.
Again, thank you for your generosity and thoughts at this time.

I am grateful for 1) my and my family’s health, 2) my house and use of utilities,
and 3) my employment. Thank you for offering the chance to win candles.
I hope you enjoy your day,

1. I am grateful for my family
2. I am grateful that I am sFll able to work from home
3. I am grateful for the many friends that have contacted me just to
talk and make sure we are all ﬁne.

I am so grateful for my kids , my siblings , my hubby! And
Jesus Christ in my heart & life!

Marie!!!!! This was such a sweet idea!! Three things I'm grateful for:
1) Marie & Joe Beckley
2) Great smelling candles!! (I seriously mean that!!!)
3) The stupid crack in the sidewalk at Plymouth! Hahahaha (We've had
quite a few laughs over that stupid crack!!)
Love you BOTH...stay safe.

Hi guys! You are so kind to do such a wonderful give away!! Your candles are THE
BEST!!!!!
I am grateful for:
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1-My family staying healthy!
2-My wonderful, loving, supportive husband,
3-To have an amazing job that I love where I can help people,
4- to have met you guys years ago and been introduced to these amazing candles!!
Thank you and stay well during these tough times!!

Hi there! Thank for for this giveaway opportunity!
A few things I am thankful for currently...
My family’s health being number one during all of this. My health being another thing I am
thankful for. I am currently a nurse at Palos Hospital in IL and I am very lucky, unlike some
nurses working to care for those in hospital/nursing homes/etc., to have the correct protective
equipment to continue working and protecting myself and others during this pandemic. I have
had families who have been so kind, caring and appreciative over the phone this last week (this
isn’t always the case when you receive a phone call at work in my profession unfortunately).
Currently we are allowing no visitors and it has been a big adjustment for everyone. I have never
had so many compliments and well wishes as I have this week. Seeing these patients who are being
ruled out for Covid-19 really puts things into perspective when appreciating your health and the
health of those you love. I am thankful for my co-workers. They have been so strong throughout
this. Many of them have children and families this is affecting but are still pushing on despite it all.
Almost as if they haven’t skipped a beat. I couldn’t imagine confidently doing my job if I had
children right now. I give them so much credit.
I’m also thankful for the ability to work. Many people are out of work and not being paid. I’m in
the process of purchasing my first home with my fiancé and not being able to work for both of us
could have jeopardized this process. Having access to food in my fridge, access to grocery stores
and everyone working to keep them open is another new appreciation in my life. I know many
people thought this virus was a joke. Even if magically it is, which I highly doubt, but it’s given
people a chance to spend time with their families and children in such a different aspect we lack. I
could continue to go on and on.
Thank you again for this giveaway opportunity. Stay safe on your end! With love.

Health, family and prayer
I am so grateful for my family, my friends that are so dear to me and so grateful for my
health! In these trying times you truly find out what is precious and what we can do
without. Thank you for what you do and so love your candles!!
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This is awesome!! Thank you for doing something like this! I love your
candles so much!
During these crazy times, I am grateful for:
1. The health of my two beautiful boys.
2. The fact that my husband and I both have the opportunity to work
from home and we get to spend some extra time together as a family.
3. The resources I have right now and the ability to help anyone in need

Hi!! Thank you for my email.
I am grateful for
1. my family and friends
2. My dog
3. My students and my job.
Thank you!

We are grateful for:
The gift of my daughter has a wedding planned for June- with or
without guests!
The gift of the spring sunshine and cranes croaking by the river
The gift of our health- a deep breath, ears that hear, and eyes that can
see others shine!
How nice that you are doing this!
I am grateful to GOD for everything He has done and will do for me.
I am grateful for my husband and family
I am grateful for my health
I am grateful for
1. Being healthy at this time and being able to work from home,
2. Our people on the front lines testing and treating people, along with the many other
important people behind the scenes, like my husband, a beloved truck driver, driving
semi trucks full of food to the many store shelves that have been emptied during this
pandemic, and
3. USA for being the absolute best country in the world with the best people ever!
This is the sweetest thing!
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I’m grateful for my husband and my dog... throughout this crisis they have kept me sane!
My husband helped me reorganize and rearrange everything in our home.
I’m grateful for my adorable mother that has been cooking us food and leaving it on our
doorstep
And I’m grateful for all of the store workers, the nurses, the doctors, the delivery man,
the usps man, EVERYONE that has been on the front line for protecting and taking risks
for us throughout all of this!!!!! Most of them doing it with a smile on their face! JUST
AMAZING!

I’m grateful for you, your calming candle smells that cheer me up and make
me feel so cozy at home ❤ ❤ ❤
I absolutely love your candles so so so much! Thanks for this opportunity
during these times.

I am most thankful for:
1) My family
2) My faith
3) Community (it’s amazing to see how the community comes together
for each other during these times!)

1. FAMILY! - couldn't be more grateful to come home to a supportive family. Even
though my college graduation was cancelled, the support I receive at home is beyond
incredible.
2. Health - these days we especially can't take it for granted!
3. Technology - allows me to see friends and family in far away locations, especially
friends that I didn't get to say bye to before leaving college!
4. the little things - warm blankets, good movies, mom's food, and warm scented
candles :)
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I’m grateful for the staff I have coming to the front lines with me each and
every day. We are very short on supplies and doing the best we can while
trying to stay positive. I’m grateful for my spirituality which is helping get me
through this time.
I’m grateful for all the random acts of kindness happening through this
crazy time.

I am grateful for:
1. Family. It’s easy to get comfortable with those that you’ve grown up with all of
your life, to the point where you don’t so much take them for granted but you
assume they’ll always be there so maybe you don’t call them back right away
because you’re busy, or don’t make an effort to see them, cuz, ya know, you’ll see
them at another time, and then you get a phone call stating that you’re loved one
has passed and suddenly your world shifts (I just lost my brother, in the middle of
this world crisis, which put everything into perspective).
2. Awareness. Without awareness I would not be here today. Ones collective
consciousness shifts when awareness is introduced which allows one to see the
bigger picture. One starts to see things differently and in doing so you are given
all the coping tools you need to navigate through the darkest of times.
3. Nature. In the middle of all that the world is going through, the birds are still
singing their hearts out (and mind you, they’re not wearing masks, hoarding toilet
paper or abiding by the six foot rule), the Crocuses and tulips are still pushing
through the dark soil reaching for the light and the beautiful sun is still rising and
setting.

In the darkest of times these are the things that I’m most grateful for. Love,
light and the power of thought/prayer/meditation can truly move
mountains. Instead of reacting to fear (because fear weakens the immune
system), please take a few minutes out of your day to send love, light and
healing to all sentient beings and lets heal this planet together.

#1* I am grateful that The Lord God is in control ! Everything
is going to be ok! #2 I am grateful that my family and I are all
healthy #3 I am grateful for my friends and neighbors (including
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you) that have a sense of humor and can still find joy in the
rough times # 4* I am so grateful that warmer weather will be
here to stay sooner than later☀ . # 5* I am so thankful that
there is no shortage of chocolate! #6* I am grateful for Annie
and Rosie, my dog and cat (even though they annoy me at times)
they are good company at night.(those animal emojis do not look
anything like my pets but I think eye roll matches me at times)
I’m grateful too that you’re doing this. I think we all need to
count our Blessings more often. Have a great week!

I LOVE this idea!! you guys are so awesome! the 3 things i'm most grateful for
are
1... My parents!! i'm so thankful they are still here. They have done all they could
and more for my sister and I... I couldn't ask for a more tighter, closer family then
the four of us.. (well 5 if you include my brother in law but i'll leave him out haha)
I don't ever want to face the day when any one of us are "called home" … its a
super scary thought... so for now, im counting my blessings that we are all
together!
2... My Saint Bernard Sabrina!!! She is my rock and my world.. God really did
make dogs "mans best friends".... or Angels with paws.. I love my baby with all
my heart! She's my only child... so she gets spoiled beyond belief!! Thank you
Lord, for bringing her into my life!
3... This is a weird one, but my job!! i'm so grateful that I have one that I LOVE! I
get to make ribbons for county fairs or anything you can win a ribbon for... i'm
the one who makes the words that go on the ribbons. I've only been doing this
for 5 years and I say everyday that I wish I would of found it YEARS ago... The
company itself is such an amazing place to work for.. they really take care of us..
It's just a small family owned little company but I love it with all my heart!! I was
really sad that we have to be on shutdown for 2 weeks.. cuz of this virus.. i'm
going to miss my work family, not to mention the work!! I am not a homebody so
this will be rough! Wish me luck!

I hope you get a ton of responses! it would be super sweet to see
what others are grateful for!! Props to whoever came up with this
idea!
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I’M THANKFUL FOR:
1. JESUS WHO DIED FOR ETERNAL LIFE AND THE PEACE HE PROVIDES DURING THE
MOST DIFFICULT TIMES, LIKE THESE.
2. A SAFE, WARM HOME
3. THE WONDERFUL FAMILY THAT GOD HAS BLESSED ME WITH.
1. Health-Sounds so cliché with what is happening I know, however, my healthy 44 year
old husband woke up Wednesday with a fever, headache, chest tightness. I seriously
thought he was messing with me that he was sick. He feels terrible. And please don’t tell
me to get him, tested....They. Won’t. Test. Him. I’ve asked. I am grateful that he is a
strong healthy person that should turn the corner soon.
2. Time- time with my husband and son. I wish my husband wasn’t sick but my 16yr old
and I are binge watch TV shows, cooking and totally hanging out ❤
3. Milk-I never knew how grateful I was for milk until I didn’t have any lol

Funny story to share- My best friend’s daughter turned 14 two days
ago and couldn’t have a party so we decided to send pictures to her of
us when we were 14 as a funny thing to brighten her day. As I was
digging for pics I pulled out a tote and saw an odd brown paper bag...I
pulled it out and it had some receipts and a Beckley Best candle my
husband bought for me but had forgotten...happy surprise for me Stay
healthy ❤
Well... in lieu of everything happening in my personal world and everyone else’s in our
country I am thankful for many things.
1. My amazing boyfriend Kyle who has been my rock for when my life has been rocked.
I’m an ICU nurse and my unit has been converted into a rule out and positive COVID-19
only unit. Which means exposure everyday. I absolutely don’t know what I’d do without
him. We chat everyday on my way home from work and bless him for knowing exactly
what to say. It’s a stressful time with lack of equipment and I absolutely don’t have lack
of support.
2. My family - my siblings all have messaged their support and love. My mom who has
made me meals and any little task to help me so I can get good rest and have less
worries before my next shift. Anything that can help I don’t even have to ask. I know I’m
lucky because I don’t like to ask for help. I’m used to be the care-er. But, I’m relearning
how to let other support me.
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3. My co-workers who have met this challenge head on. We’ve seen each other cry and
let each other vent our frustrations that sometimes families don’t understand. We work
hard and take care or the most vulnerable. We pick each other up and talk each other
up. I’m blessed to have an amazing group and second family to utilize as we god
through this time.
4. I’m thankful for a home and safe place to rest. I know many who are struggling and
here in IL many people are unsure about how to pay rent etc. when their workplaces
have closed.
5. I’m thankful to be healthy and be able to serve others in their time of need especially
now. I know I will be exposed over and over, but I have faith that I will trudge forward
and fight for lives to the best of my ability.
By the way, I go to Frankfort Fall Fest every year so I can get my Almond Strudel fix!
Thank you! Stay safe!

I am grateful for my faith in Jesus Christ.
I am grateful for my family (even though they can be challenging!) and friends.
I am grateful for the love I receive from others.
I am grateful for...
1. My Husband for being my rock especially during these turbulent
times.
2. My mother in law for opening up her home to us and bringing the
family together. Feel safe and sane again.
3. You all for creating an opportunity for gratitude and something to
pass the time!

What a very kind gesture for you to do as we all try to get through this difficult
time for our country.
1) I am ever so grateful to live in The United States....there is no other place in
the world I would rather be than the US during this pandemic. We have the best
medical care in the world
2) I know it sounds like a cliche but having my family is what I am most grateful
for. My husband, 4 daughters, 3 son in-laws and 6 grandchildren are what life is
all about. Family is what gets you through the hard times and they are there to
celebrate the good times.
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3) Having our home is 3rd on my list of what I am grateful for. I strive to have
our home feel warm, comfortable, welcoming and filled with love! Burning a
Beckley’s candle brings a feeling of comfort to everyone that comes into our
home.
1. I am grateful for my family -who are all essential employees and will continue
to be working during this uncertain time- and my 3 kitty babies.
2. I am grateful for my home that keeps me safe and healthy and gives me a place
to find refuge.
3. I am grateful for my friend who provided essential vet services to our kitties,
and consult for our oldest boy, who is getting thin, but we hope to keep him
healthy.
Thank you for the reminder to be grateful during this time!!
I’m grateful for (in no particular order...):
1) My health
2) My babies, family and friends
3) My job

1. My quarantine mate - my fiancé
2. Sunshine
3. I still have my job.
Thankful list:
1. God is good always

2. Winter is over!
3. My beautiful family

1
To live in the Greatest Nation on Earth
2
My Kitty
3
Cave aged Gruyere with fresh Mango!!!!!
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Hi there! Glad you are doing well and thank you for spreading cheer! I am grateful for
my family, my health, food on my table, and a roof over my head!❤ Your candles are
the best!
1. I am grateful to be able to pray and worship as I please.
2. I am grateful to be in a country where I have the freedom to worship, to vote, to go
where I want etc. And we owe all of that to our awesome military men and women.
3. I am so very grateful that I have the family I have and that I still have good health to
enjoy them.

1. My family and friends .. we keep each other entertained
through all this uncertainty.
2. My health
3. Faith to believe we will all make it through this crazy time in
our lives.
Thanks for cheering us up with your email! Be safe.
I am grateful for my mom. I sold my house a couple weeks ago and she has given me
and my 2 boys a place to stay since the house sale for the one I was to buy hadn’t been
completed yet.
I am grateful for my boys- they are 2 and 17 and always make me laugh!
I am grateful for God and the ability to except change and work through it/see the good
even in hard times.

Hi Joe and Marie,
I am grateful for the following:
1.

I’m grateful for my family and friends – especially my daughter and
son-in-law who are expecFng my ﬁrst grand baby in mid-September.
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By the way, my daughter texted me this morning, “If we’re stuck at
home much longer, we’re gonna need more Beckley candles.” ☺
2. I’m grateful for a job that puts the health and safety of our employees
ﬁrst and has made arrangements for us to work remotely.
3. I’m grateful for those people who work in the health care industry,
grocery stores, gas staFons, banks, etc. who provide essenFal services,
and conFnue to go to work every day to make sure we have access to
the basic necessiFes of life.
I enjoyed your email!!!
I am grateful for:
1. My family
2. My friends
3.The hope of another day

This is such a great idea!!!
I am grateful for surviving my surgery, which was to have cancerous tumors removed.
My boyfriend, who is helping me deal with the aftermath of surgery, taking care of me
and doing all the things around the house that need to be done. Especially in light of all
that is happening right now and I can’t be out picking up essentials, so he is doing that
too. And lastly that I still have a job that helps with healthcare.
I know I am very blessed with everything in my life. I’m incredibly grateful my husband
and kids. I’m grateful I work from home and don’t have to worry about being laid off. And
I’m grateful for my friends that keep me entertained through social media social
distancing.
Thanks for reading.

I’m grateful for the following:
1. My family (husband, who I’m celebrating 23 years of marriage with today, and 2
teenage daughters, who don’t come with much drama at all).
2. My health. I’m a 2 year breast cancer survivor.
3. My personality of being an introvert, so this staying at home business hasn’t been
too hard on me.
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I am grateful for:
1. My two boys, who are healthy, handsome and growing into fine
young men. One in college, one in middle school, both doing
amazing handling the changes the covid virus has made to their
lives, keeping up school online.
2. living in the Midwest. Sometimes it seems we are two hours
from every convenience or attraction. Right now, I am grateful
that we are blessed with a few acres around us, no need to go to
stores and a lifestyle that makes the new "social distancing" easy
for us and just another day.
3. I work in health care (I am a nurse) so there are many
challenges right now. But I am fortunate that I work in an area
that is not the front line of contact of the virus, that I still have a
job, and that I see first hand the sacrifices that health care
workers, police officers, and EMT's are making to keep everyone
as safe as possible.
I am thankful for:
1. My faith and the reason that I am able to have it.
2. My family/friends. Without these people I think I would be nothing
3. My work. I love my job and the people I work with.

I’m grateful to be in breast cancer remission
I’m grateful I don’t have the corona virus yet
I’m grateful that I’m single and live alone, especially at this time being home all the time
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I am grateful that I and my family woke up to another day, sick free.
I Am grateful to all of our first responders, medical staff, grocers, truckers,
River workers that area making it possible to continued daily life.
I am grateful to have a job, a roof over my head, clothing, and food too eat.

Hi Marie- - just placed my first order. I would like to send my list of 3 Gratitudes
1. God gave me a heart full of love to share
2. My 3 year old Great Granddaughter, Sofie, helped me start planting our Spring
garden. Second year.
3. My deciduous Bonsai have leafed out promising another Spring.
What a beautiful idea this is to create positive thoughts and share love.

I love this contest, helping people focus on the positives in life during these tough times
is great! Anyway I’m grateful for the following:
- Myself, my friends, my pets, and my family are all healthy
- I’m in a spot in my life where I have some financial security and don’t have to worry
about how I’ll pay for my next meal
- Those amongst us that go out of there way to help a stranger. Donating toilet paper,
encouraging positivity, providing a meal, or simply staying home and being bored to
stop the community spread, are a few of the actions I’ve heard of and for that I am
grateful.

This is so nice! I’ve

been so touched at how people are coming
together in this strange time. Here’s my list:
1. For my dog. Our long daily walks have kept me from going really crazy.
2. FaceTime so I can check I’m on my parents and nieces. My cousin and i are
having FaceTime wine tomorrow!
3. My health. Something to not be taken for granted right now.
It’s nice to focus on the good. I hope you and your family are healthy!
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1) I am grateful for my current health and physical ability to exercise. God willing that will
continue.
2)As bad as it may sound, the decision to finally go through with my divorce and the freedom
and peace it has brought me. (Bright side would be my two amazing kids.)
3) Job security in this time of uncertainty, although it is in healthcare and there is risk involved, I
am blessed.
Oh where do I begin???
1. A healthy baby - I’m due April 3rd and have been blessed with a fairly easy
pregnancy so far. I can feel kicks as I type this and am patiently awaiting the arrival of
my little girl!
2. My job - I actually work for a hospital and am one of the fortunate that can work from
home. Everyone should be allowed to spend the last two weeks of their pregnancy
working from home in sweatpants!
3. Eggo waffles - seriously I lost count on how many I’ve eaten during this pregnancy! I
can’t get enough!
Hello hope all is well!
I am grateful for
1. My family! Blessed with a wonderful husband and 3 beautiful kiddos of ours!
And we have each other during a time like this, and healthy!
2. Grateful for my husbands job to provide us the income and home we need
3. For our health, we all have good health and are staying safe ❤
Thank you for the opportunity!
I am greatful for my health.
I am greatful for those working to make the gears of our reduced society turn.
I am greatful for the arts and entertainers that help occupy my mind and time.
All the best,

I am grateful for so many things, hard to pick three.
1. Loved ones(particularly my husband) family and friends
2. That I have food to eat and water to drink
3. For good health
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And on and on...........
1.) Family and friends
2.) My health
3.) A loving home
I'm grateful for
1. My healthy family. I have an amazing husband and two beautiful, wild and loving
toddlers!
2. My Job. My company was successfully able to get all of their employees up and
working from home so we can continue to receive a pay check and not have to worry
about how I am going to pay the bills.
3. The good/silver lining that has come from this virus. I've felt and seen a shift in how
people are treating one another. By the end of this I feel we will all be better, more
grateful and loving people.

This is a wonderful idea! In this time of fear and uncertainty we must remember to
be grateful for what we do have. For years, ever night I thank God for three things.
1) I am thankful for my children and their love.
2) I am thankful we have someone like Bernie Sanders watching out for us.
3) I am thankful for the many people that are actively trying to reduce our stress,
yoga instructors send out links to classes, companies send out links to free crisis
counseling. The list goes on.
We must all remember you are not alone, we are in this together.
Thank you for doing this.
Be safe. Be healthy.

God
Family
USA
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I am grateful for:
1) quality time with my husband and kids
2) time to rest, finally
3) time to appreciate, prepare, and figure out how to help others in true need
(Also, grateful to have discovered your candles! I bought 4 candles for the first time at
Fall Diddly last year and burn them almost daily. Aromatherapy!❤ )
Hope you’re good!

I'm grateful for
1. My husband being alive after his motorcycle accident.
2. Our family was able to get enough food for a few weeks even with
very little money with my husband being off work for 12 weeks.
3. That all 5 of us are fairly healthy right now and so are our 3 furbabies.
Thanks for the opportunity 😊
Three things I’m grateful for:
1) My family (my dog Daisy Ella included!)
2) Having a great support system of friends to help me through this
challenging year
3) The education I’m working on earning

God , my wife and my health.
This is a great idea — another reason to love Beckley’s Best
Blends!
1. I’m grateful for my rescue dog aka the best companion.
2. I’m grateful that I have my family on zoom so we can stay
connected.
3. I’m grateful to still have life
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P.s. I’m grateful that I saw this email for a chance to win some
amazing candles too!!

Love this idea so much!
I am grateful for:
1. Having 2 happy and healthy babies
2. The ability to stay home and spend time with the ones I love
3. The medical community that is working tirelessly to keep us all healthy
and safe.

Thank you for helping me keep things in perspective!
I am grateful for my grandparents first and foremost. They have worked so hard
and sacrificed soo much to make sure I have had the beat life possible.
Secondly, I am grateful to be alive healthy and well especially at a time like this.
Lastly, I may complain a lot but I am grateful to have finished college and
immediately after got a job in my field. It is not my dream job but I’ve learned so
much in the last three years. I’ve learned about myself and what I do & don’t like
about my field that will prepare me for my next opportunity

1) Time with my family
2) The unconditional love of my dog
3) Chardonnay :)
I am grateful for:

1. My family, including our wonderful pets
2. My job that allows me to feed my family and keep my home.
3. My health.
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I am most grateful for the love and grace God gives me every day. Grateful
for my family who are constantly asking if I need anything. Grateful for
friends, in which we stick together and take care of each other.
Bless all of you.

I am grateful for:
1. My family
2. My faith in Jesus/ our church family
3. Having a home and food to eat during these times

Grateful for:
1. Family
2.God
3. Health

1. Family
2. Health
3. Work
Stay safe and healthy!!
I have many things to be thankful for. But mostly.....
I have a Saviour who loves me no matter what I do
I have an amazing husband that loves me unconditionally
I have 2 children that are healthy and happy
I'm blessed to have a job that is not in jeopardy right now
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My gratitude list could go on forever but here are my top 3.
1. My husband Jon
2. Family & friends who constantly keep in touch.
3. Frontline workers - nurses, Drs., EMTs, hospital staff, police,
firemen, grocery store workers. Etc.

What a great idea for a giveaway. Thank you guys so much!
I'm grateful for:
1. My beautiful children
2. My husband
3. Extra family time during this quarantine
4. The bidet we bought before this TP shortage dd23
5. This giveaway for making me stop and think about what I'm grateful for :)

I LOVE the Good Luck and Get Lit tag line!
I am grateful for:
1.
2.

The health of family and friends.
The support of family and friends. Without that, Fmes like these
would be very hard to get through
3. My Lord and Savior Jesus Christ for blessing me, everyday, with faith
and love.

What a great giveaway!! I am grateful for my faith, my family, and my
friends who keep me laughing during this crazy time! Hope you all stay
healthy!

Top Three: God, Family, and Country.
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Hope you guys are doing well.
I’m thankful for family, friends, having food to eat without worrying where my
next meal is coming from … or when, a roof over my head, and living in the
greatest country in the world, even with all the craziness going on right now.
Especially during this time, there are SO MANY things to be grateful for. And so many
ways to express that gratitude. Three things I am grateful for: the patience, love, and
compassion of my parter/significant other, Steve; my two unrelentingly joyful dogs; and,
finally, the fact that I am healthy and provided for so that I can offer help to those in my
community who have less than we do.
Thank you for spreading love & gratitude.

I am grateful for the many things, but these are my top 3:
1. My family & friends
2. My health
3. My home

1. I am grateful for the roof over my head and the necessities that
are within!
2. I am grateful that my family is (for the most part) healthy.
3. I am grateful for a chance to win the most amazing candles
ever!
Being Grateful Is Vital ... Every Day!
I’m grateful for many things. But the top three are:
1.

A beautiful, warm home.

2.

Good friends and family.

3. My job. During this time, my company is thriving and
keeping us employed. So thankful.
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I am grateful for:
1. My family who I am getting to slow down from our daily lives and enjoy
playing games, cooking, talking, watching movies, etc. together.
2. My Kindergartners who always bring a smile to my face. I’m excited to
hopefully reach out virtually this week with them to see them through
video.
3. The good lord up above taking away the worry, fear, and anxiety and
replacing it with peace and calmness showing us he is in control and for us
to just stop and enjoy what we usually take for granted.
4. My friends/coworkers that are always there to help pick me up when the
days seem rough! I am truly blessed for every single one of them!
5. Shelter, food, clean water, clothing, Netflix (yes I had to), books, and all
the other necessities in life. I am so thankful to have what I do have. It
may not be extravagant or anything to brag about, but to me it is
everything we need and that makes myself and my family truly blessed.
Thank you so much for this email, giveaway and just for making me really
sit back and think about what I am grateful for. I did come up with 5 :). I
hope you are blessed with staying healthy also.

1.
2.
3.
4.

God’s love
My family’s love
My friend’s love
Your Creme brûlée candles

Thank you so much for doing this. No matter if I win, this has brought a feeling of
warmth and love to my heart. I was just reminding myself of the quote from Fred Rogers
reminding us all to look for the helpers during the scary times. You can always find the
helpers. Thank you, again, for being a helper.
1. My parents...for the doctors who have advised my parents before everyone else that
they needed to quarantine. For the same doctors that just found and removed my
Mother’s skin cancer and removed the blockage from my Father’s carotid artery. Both
are doing great.
2. My children.... my oldest is in the Air Force. While it is so hard to be away from him
during this hard time and not see that he’s okay daily, I’m so proud. For each of my
other 3 children for being brave and strong. For my boy who is a Senior, for not
complaining about missing his Senior year, but instead saying, we will get through this.
Such a young man to already understand what really matters. They all make me happy
every moment.
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3. For my dear friends...as I sat and wondered how I could
financially figure out how to help get supplies for my longest
lifelong friend, whom is awaiting the swab results and battles
autoimmune disease, my second longest lifelong friend
decides to send me a belated birthday present of cash
through Venmo. Prayer automatically answered and was able
to help my sick friend.
4. My employer and dear friend who is desperately trying to find ways for all of us that
work for his restaurants to get some sort of income.
5. For all the helpers...so grateful for those that are trying to help educate us all, take
care of our needs and are out in the masses still. There is good everywhere.
Thank you for reminding us to look for the good all around us.

I am grateful for a:
roof over my head
Good health for my family
Faith to know everything will be alright
I am grateful.for still being able to work through this Pandemic
I'm thankful for my caring and loving boyfriend for always being by my side
Thankful for my families health throughout these hard times.

Thanks for this amazing opportunity to win some free goodies. Of course freedom,
health, family, friends, home and job are amazing things I'm grateful for. BUT I decided
to give it a little extra thought.
My 3 things I'm most thankful for:
#1 Butt Naked Candle
#2 Costco

#3 Liquor store is considered an essential business ;)
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I am grateful for:
* My family (including those friends we KNOW are a part of our family).
* So very blessed to have been able to fly out to California to celebrate my mother-inlaw’s 100th birthday on February 3rd. Forty six kids, grandchildren & great
grandchildren flew in to be together & celebrate with her! We had an awesome time!
Who lives to be 100 these days?
* My job - I work for Purdue University and I get to help others every day! I assist
employees who for whatever reason have a need for medical leave. Whether
answering questions, completing and or mailing paperwork, assisting supervisor with
the process, anything from beginning to end, until the leave is complete & employee has
returned to work. Although there is some heartache, I get to celebrate with employees
when they return to work or have a baby or adopt a child or children.

* grateful for the medical staff, fire, police, grocery store
employees, gas station attendants we have rallying around us
during this crisis.

* blessed with good health for my husband. & myself
I am grateful for pulling out spring decorations and finding a Beckley’s
Best Lilac Jar that I finished burning.
My family
Dinners as a family together this week
Candles bring me peace
It's such a simple answer for me the 3 biggest things I'm grateful for are 1.
My faith 2. My health 3. My family especially through these crazy times
when the world seems tipped on its head I know the good lord will help me
through, my family will be there to help and support me (as I am for them)
and if I take care of myself I can keep myself healthy, or at least try my best.
Three things I’m extremely grateful for is my family health , thankfully we
have been blessed so far to have not gotten ill. Two our home not many
people have a roof over there head thirdly our jobs because even though
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times are rough we still have a paying job to provide us with food on our
table each day and night.
Thank you be safe and healthy
I am grateful for:
-My supportive family
-Close friends who know me best
-My two cats personalities
I’m thankful for
Family especially our granddaughters
I don’t have the virus so far
For my good life
ps, presently have your Eucalyptus candle lit and I think it is helping my cough (asthma)
thanks
I am grateful for
1. Meeting my husband
2. My 2 Wonderful kids
3.The good and bad things i have learned and led me on this path in life
3 things I’m Grateful for.......
1) My little family :) we had our 1st born child on 2/25/20. He is
2) A roof over our head with our two Daschunds that we rescue.
3) My besties..... we FaceTime during this pandemic.

our world.

God is in control - He is Lord
I am doing this with my sweet husband.
My family is nearby and they are all well.
We are comfortable and not in need.
We still have the opportunity to stay in touch with friends and neighbors.
Our church supports us with online services and other encouragement.
I can still cook for others.
Good books
Good movies
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Thank you for this opportunity!
I’m grateful for my family, my friends and my health care coworkers as we all work through this
incredibly difficult time.

I am grateful for my Family, my Faith, and my husbands homemade
cookies!!! ❤
Thank you!!
1. My family that I am currently locked in with are all healthy. And my
dog Oliver.
2. The birds signing outside! Hi Spring!
3. WINE, Neilix, old Hockey games.
My Mother in Law that passed away 6 years ago LOVED your baby powder
scent. Every Fme I get an email from you I think of her.

Family
Health
That I was raised the way I was
So much more!

1. my family
2. my good health
3. My faith in God.
1. I'm grateful for having God being the head of my life especially
during this pandemic period.
2. I'm grateful for the wife God created just for me. She's my soulmate
and keeps not just me but our kids strong when needed.
3. I'm grateful for Beckley's Best Blends for providing the best candles
money can buy. It's a blessing coming into our home and the fragrance
from the candles tickle your nose.
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I am grateful for 1) two healthy toddlers girls full of laughter in the house 2)
being debt free 3) everyday we are getting closer and closer to summer my
favorite season!
1 I’m thankful I get to spend everyday with the man I love
2 I’m thankful for the sunshine at home in Florida
3 I’m thankful for God’s grace in these uncertain times.

1. my family
2. My health, and the health of my family
3.a roof over my head

Three things for which I am grateful:
1) that both of my children are safe at home with my husband and me
2) that our extended families are taking this seriously and self quarantining as much as
possible
3) that I was able to watch my church's service online today since we won't be able to
gather in large numbers for a while
4) that so many local government officials are make the hard choices because they are
they right ones to keep us safe.
5) that I still have some candles I saved for a rainy day ;)

1.God
2. Family
3. Our Health
4. Home for shelter
5. Plenty of food and supplies
6. Toilet paper lol (already had it haven’t bought any since the virus)
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3 thing's I am grateful for:
1. 1st and foremost, my family...we are a close-knit family, we
make each other laugh even in the darkest time..
2. My dad just passed away right before Thanksgiving, he was on
hospice and went peacefully. I am grateful for that. I am also very
grateful that we, as a family, got to spend so much time with him
before he passed. Even to the end, he was ornery and kept us
laughing.
3. I am grateful to God and His many blessings. The world may not
be as we would want it to be right now, but I am sure that with the
grace of God we will all make it through, always have to find the
positive!! :)
Peace!

Thankful for faith, family and a wonderful husband ❤ And we love
your candles
Three things I'm grateful for are 1. My kids.....they're everything! 2. My
pets.....they keep me going! 3. My job.....it sucks sometimes but a lot
of people are stuck at home with no income right now! I'm happy to do
what I can!
Thank you for this giveaway!! Miss seeing you guys!! Hope you are
well!!
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I am so grateful for my faith and all of my family
I am so grateful God has blessed me with my husband he is such a great
man especially since we are due with our 4th baby April 9 2020 he has
helped me out so much with the 3 kiddos at home!
I am so grateful for my beautiful 3 children they are so much fun and joy to
have!!!
I am so grateful for house and land and chickens and goats
I am so grateful to be pregnant with my 4th baby
I am so grateful that we can pay Bill's on time and that we food in our fridge
and clothes on our backs

I am grateful for the health I do have. I have MS and am worried
about Coronavirus a lot
I am grateful my husband has a good job so now that I’m
unemployed due to Coronavirus we still have income
I am so grateful for my dog who makes me smile and happy every
day.

1. I’m most grateful the my health and that of my family and friends as
well.
2. I’m grateful for the fact I have toilet paper…….just kidding but I am for
the fact that I have what I need.
3. And I’m grateful to have met you all in Lexington KY at vintage market
days and enjoy your wonderful candles and have shared them with
others!
My admin- I’m a teacher, they have been great.
My family- they are healthy and keeping in touch
My friends- they are keeping me sane!

Things I am currently grateful for:
1. The ability to work from home and keep my family safe
2. My family and especially my children (they’re my rainbows) and my spouse
3. The comfort of my home
4. I mean, I’d be lying if I didn’t include wine..
5. The 9 candles I have left..ok it’s 8
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3 things I’m grateful for
1. My dog! I love him everyday but especially grateful for him more now
that we are quarantined!!
2. Podcasts!! Which is all I’ve been listening to lately. Tired of the news.
3. YOU!! I was just thinking of y’all today! I just lit my last candle
(volcano) and I need to stock up and I thought - I wonder if Beckley’s is back
from vacation “
Can’t wait to see ya at Vintage Market Days!!

I am thankful for:
1. My healthy family

2. Netflix
3. And enough toilet paper...lol

Well, considering everything that is going on right now, I would give
my #1, thankful for my good health at this moment, #2, thankful for
my family’s good health at this time # 3 , thankful for people like
Ohio’s Dr. Amy Acton, protecting my #1 and #2!

Thank you for this opportunity. My number one reason to be grateful is the
company and love of my three liNle rescue dogs. That love is priceless.
The second reason I am Blessed/grateful because I am 68 and sFll ovarian cancer
free amer eleven years.
My third reason is that I'm grateful to be living in Florida and can wake up to Sun
and palm trees.

I'm also grateful that my two older brothers and sister are
sFll in this world with me.
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Thank you! Such a pleasant boredom buster!
1. I am thankful that I have a wonder family and we are all still healthy (and talking to
each other!l

2. I am thankful that I am a retired nurse so I don't HAVE to be at
work right now. On the flip side, I feel like I SHOULD be there
helping out. Torn feelings. Nursing is like the Mafia- you never
truly get out!
3. I am a million times thankful to my husband, Dave Ramsey and my investment
counselor for getting me on track financially many years ago so that I at least don't have
to worry about finances right now.

I love that you’re doing this!
I am grateful for many things, especially in this time... 1. Being able to
spend time with my son, husband and mother.
2. I can slow down, owning a business there is lots of hustle. Even
though I LOVE my business, and I’m a little worried about the future,
this time I’m taking to reset.
3. All of the little things! I get to use all of my awesome products at
home, enjoy my get lit candles (LOVE!) my haircare line, my shower
steamers, I get to do a little self love!
You’re awesome for doing this, amazing in times like these! Have a
great day!

1. I am thankful to be a nurse at this time to care for those in need — to bring comfort,
peace, and love during the time of this chaos.
2. I am thankful to come home to my fur babies and husband each day who all keep me
calm.
3. I am thankful to have my health.
I think this is so amazing. Thank you for making this time a little more enjoyable by
recognizing all the good through the bad. This will be a treat to whoever is chosen!
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Aww I've been missing a Beckley's Best Blend
candle in my home! I hope I win!:)

Things I'm grateful for:
1. My relationship with God that gives me faith to get through these uncertain and
confusing times.
2. Extra time away from work to spend with my 6 month old baby boy.
2. A loving and caring husband.
3. My home.
1. Grateful for my resilient 2 year old who broke his femur on January first, cast is
off and he’s back to walking!
2. Grateful I am fortunate enough to have both my parents and my parents still
with us so they can love on my kids.
3. Grateful for my sweet smart 10 year old who will spend his birthday money to
buy me sushi, he won’t take no for an answer!!
If I win, I would get all monkey farts to share with friends!

I am thankful for:
1. My Lord and Savior
2. My family and friends
3. My health
Things I’m grateful for... In no particular order
1. Community. That even in such difficult times, we are finding ways to lift each other’s
spirits, unselfishly finding ways to make people smile. This candle giveaway is a case in
point! It may not make the news but I have begun to see positive acts around our own
community in such a dark times
2. Social media. Let me explain ;). For all it’s downfalls it’s kept me in touch with various
friends and family across the country
3. Health care providers, nannies, grocery store workers, etc. They really are on the
front lines of this nasty pandemic. We are so appreciative
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This is a great contest thank you!
I am grateful for....
1) waking up every day
2) family (including friends who are like family)
3) knowing that I am loved by many (including God)
4)boiled peanuts (getting me through this quarantine! Ha
5) those who give their lives for us every single day... In many
different ways
5)sunshine!
Thank you!
1) grateful for faith in God. He’s got this!
2) grateful for generous folks like you who have found a fun way to help us
remember we have many, many, many things in our favor and that we may have
not taken a breath to stop and reflect on all our blessings
3) grateful that for this moment everyone is equal. No judgements, no ridicule, no
harassment. For one moment we are all the same. We are all fighting to prevent
illness. I find comfort in knowing we are all fighting for a united cause.
Three things I am grateful for:
My health
My family
And sunshine

Grateful for
1) My Husband
2) My identical twin sons
3) Laughter
I am grateful for:
1. God standing with us always
2. Friends and family who are always there
3. My kiddos I teach.....30 kindergarteners whom I’m missing right
now with schools closed.
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Thank you for doing something positive to lift peoples spirits!
I am Grateful for:
1. My family (family and those friends that ARE family)
2. Music
3. Good Beverages :)

Three things I am grateful for:
1. My family: my sons, their wives, my grandkids, my sisters, my brother, my nieces
and nephews, and especially my mother, who is 95!
2. My wonderful friends with whom I have ongoing text or phone conversations in these
difficult times.
3. A steady income and a roof over my head thanks to my teacher retirement after 42
years in education. Thanks to the PSRS of Missouri.
Take care. Stay safe. Be kind to all. And thanks for this opportunity.

Funny, I have 3 of your candles lit right now while we are “sheltering in place.”
Three things I am grateful for:
1) wonderful smells: the way a new baby smells, the beach as the waves crash in,
the smell of baking in the kitchen.
2. When the weather finally changes to spring!
3. Kids giggles while they play.
And really so much more....
Hope you all have a great week.

I’m grateful for
My health
My family and
My pets.
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This is great!
Things I am currently grateful for:
1. Being able to continue to work during all of this crazy
2. Spending some much needed time catching up with friends and family
3. Being able to help out others through donations when we can.
I hope everyone is doing well and staying safe & well.
I am grateful for:
Skype so I can visit with my family. ..safely
My church for live streaming Sunday service
The phone tree in our neighborhood so we are able to check on each other
The lovely lilac scented candle that fills my house with springtime (from
Beckley’s of course and so glad I bought many of them)
Living in this country because I know we will get through this trial and be better
for it.

I’m grateful for my husband, he is truly the best thing to happen to me! ❤
I’m grateful for my family, all kinds of familyI’m grateful for my co-workers & students!
I’m grateful for God & all the blessings that I’m seeing even more clearly.
Thank you, & I’m grateful for you and others like you, who help remind us to pause &
count a few of the innumerable blessings we have.
❤

Three things I'm grateful for.
1. Technology! My mom is in an assisted living facility and I was able to FaceTime
with her yesterday afternoon. I haven't seen her for 2 weeks because her place is
closed to visitors.
2. A company that has my health and safety at heart.
3. A knack for cooking. I haven't figured out to cook for just the two of us so we're
sharing our leftovers with those who are struggling to feed themselves or kiddos
during this strange time we are in.
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Have a fantastic week! Stay well!
I am Grateful for the following:
1.) Being a child of God
2.) Being saved & going to Heaven when I die
3.) My family

I’m so thankful for a safe home, a place to grow vegetables this summer, and a
sweet husband to share my life!
Thanks!

Dear Marie & Joe,
I am thrilled that you are back !!
❤❤❤
I would be so very grateful if I won !!
I am burning my last Almond Strudel now !
I am so full of gratitude...
1. I am most grateful for Jesus.
In these trying times, the joy, love and " peace that passes understand ing" are my
motivation to stay calm, responsible and respectful.
2. I am super grateful for the love of family and friends and even neighbors and
strangers in my community. ( Even though we cannot be together in these times, I feel
the love).
3. I am beyond grateful for the seemingly simple luxuries that I unfortunately have taken
for granted in the past. A roof over my head and clean water to drink, wash, cook and
bathe with. Food to prepare and eat. My soft, clean, comfy bed and a loving husband
and two precious dogs to protect me and keep me from being lonely.
I could honestly add to # 3 until the " cows come home."

The 3 things I am grateful
1) My family
2) The company I work for is allowing Us from home
3) This special time I get to be with family during this crazy time
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I love this giveaway idea! I now realize that I needed
to look more at what I have and am grateful for than
what I’m afraid of and worried about.

Grateful List:
1. I’m grateful for medical professionals who every day go to work knowing that they are
putting themselves in a potentially life threatening situation for the good of another. They
are absolutely amazing to me!
2. I’m grateful for my almost 94 year old grandmother’s amazing caregiver who offered
to stay with her and not take any time off until “the coronavirus is gone.” how sweet! So
now we can provide for her needs (grocery shopping, etc) and stay away from them so
as not to cause her illness. what a relief!
3. I’m grateful for my husband who encourages reasonable spending and significant
saving so money isn’t our greatest worry right now.
4. I’m grateful that our loved ones are heading the warnings and staying at home where
they have food and shelter in order to stay safe and keeping others safe too.
There’s so much more to be grateful for....
I am grateful for my (and my family's) health, jobs that continue as this is going
on and technology so I can check in with family and friends and not feel so
isolated.
Thanks for doing the giveaway! It's a nice distraction……….
What a wonderful way to spread cheer during a tough time! Three things I am especially
grateful for right now:
1. My mom having her first clear mammogram after beating breast cancer!!
2. An incredibly supportive job at a therapeutic day school that has worked tirelessly to
implement e-learning and therapeutic/behavioral supports to students and their families
while they are at home.
3. My almost 10 year old rescue pup, Lola, who has provided me an unbelievable
comfort and support while social distancing.
Hope you’re staying happy and healthy!
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Hello! I hope all is well with you, and your family.
1: I'm grateful that my friends and family are paying attention to quarantine.
2: I'm grateful for the amount of crazy people in my life. They keep it
interesting!
3:I'm grateful that I had a Mom that taught me to trust my gut. It's never
been wrong yet.
1. My health!
1. Husband; my rock and family!
3. The things I am fortunate to have In my life; roof over my head.. a job.
So much to be thankful for!

Grateful for 1. Friends & family. 2. Our Veterans thru the years
3. Living in the USA
I am grateful for:
The good health of my 97 year old mother.
The wonderful, compassionate and
caring children we have.
My only sibling’s recovery from stage 4 cancer.
I am thankful for my family and their good health. I am so thankful that my work is being
flexible and is still able to pay me to work from home during this trying time. I am the
most thankful for my foster daughter, soon to be adoptive daughter! If not for her, it
would be easy to fall into a rut during this uncertain time. We love your candles and buy
them anytime we come across your booth at a craft fair. Stay healthy!
I am grateful:
1. For my job security as I know many are out of work right now.
2. That my 91 year old mother is being taken care of by her retirement community and
that she’s doing very well through all of this.
3. For my neighborhood Facebook page, we’ve been helping each other out. Some are
making face masks. And I just received a cup of Parmesan cheese for my lasagna so
now I don’t need to unnecessarily go to a store.
I love my Beckley’s by the way. They are great for team gifts and Christmas presents.
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I am grateful that no one in my family is sick, that I am getting to spend precious
time with my children and my husband, and I am ever so grateful for all those
men and women who are putting themselves at risk everyday to protect all of us!
I am GRATEFUL for
1.Family /Friends: Continued love , support & understanding they provide to me.
2. Health: Able to get up on daily basis. Not suffering from depression, stress, drugs. In
right frame of mind.
3 Job: Able to get up work to provide for me and family. May not be the salary of which I
think it should be but Grateful I have and able to help provide shelter, food and
essentials.

I am grateful for the opportunity to work from home during this trying time <3
I am grateful to hear my son's laughter every day <3 <3
I am grateful to have food to eat, food to share with others, and to chair our local
chapter of Blessings in a Backpack so I can make sure that kids have food too
<3 <3 <3
1. Thankful for people like you who love hard and have a generous spirit
2. Thankful for the sunshine today. Hoping to take a family walk this evening.
3. Thankful that my family is healthy. What more could we ask for in a time like
this.

Thank you! It’s nice to share some positive thoughts!

I am grateful for..
1) Healthy family & Friends..(as of right now)
2) Being able to still work to help provide.
3) Having a roof over my head

You are absolutely right - expressing gratitude is the best way to realize what is
most important and how much each of us are truly blessed.
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Three Things I'm Grateful For:
1.

My Family. My husband and I were married 14 years before our
children were born. Believe me when I say we are truly thankful
for them and each other.
2. My church family and friends. You know people love you not just
in good Fmes but in the bad, uncomfortable, middle-of-the-night
Fmes also. They are the real deal.
3. That I can be a blessing to others. I am thankful to have the
ability and resources to help other people. Nothing like it. May
your day be blessed!
Three things I am grateful for are:
1) Family
2) Food on our table
3) A home to live in
I am grateful for grocery shoppers so I, as a senior and with a husband who has
COPD, do not have to go out during the Coronavirus. I am grateful for my faith. I
am grateful for my beautiful children, their spouses, grandchildren, and my
husband.

In light of the world around us today I am most grateful for.. I know
there were suppose to be 3 but I added one more 😊
1. LIFE, to be ALIVE; the biggest thing I believe we all take for
granted is life. Life and the life of those we love. No one has any
guarantee of the next year, next month or even tomorrow.
Everyone needs to be thankful for the life and time you do have,
especially for those you love.
2. HEALTH! If someone does have an illness or disease- be grateful
for the parts of the body that are healthy. Positive vibes and
gratitude for your health. I had ovarian cancer at 24, scared to
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death but made it through just fine. I have many health issues but
nothing I cannot and will not have it take over. 😊
3. The PEOPLE in MY LIFE! I feel grateful for some family who has
taught me valuable life lessons and some who have given me
pain, because they definitely have made me stronger . But most I
am grateful for the family and friend I love most. They have stood
by my side, no matter what.
4. HARD TIMES; Sounds strange I know but having hard times is
actually the best teacher and where I can grow more in my
strength and character. It is definitely not easy to feel appreciative
in these times but I can recall some from my past and they actually
lead to better in my life. Life is not easy and that is really how it is
meant to be. It would be boring if everything went exactly to plan,
every time. Challenges, pain and struggle has made me who I am
today.
I am grateful for so much but most importantly:
Family
Faith
Health
Career
Pets
Kindness of others
Thanks for your wonderful candles...they relax me and make me smile.
Thank you for the chance to win in a giveaway! I hope you and your family/friends are
safe and healthy during this troubling time!
Three things I am grateful for:
1. I am beyond grateful that all of my friends and family have remained healthy and safe
during all of this that is going on.
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2. I am thankful that God has allowed me to wake up every single day this far, healthy
and safe.
3. I am grateful for amazing family and friends, and the support they endlessly shower
me with.
I am thankful for my husband and kids. In more ways than one, they have saved my
life.
I am also thankful for those who have fought for our freedom.
Lastly, I am thankful for my grandparents. When my parents struggled to parent, they
stepped in and raised me. Had it not been for them, I’m not sure I’d be who I am today.
PS: they had a shop and bought your candles to sell there. That’s how I first learned
about your delicious smelling candles.

I will forever be grateful for my family, friends and WINE!!
PS, I’m grateful for you, too!!!
As there are things to be grateful for each and every day, I'll list the ﬁrst
3 things that come to mind today:
1. The love and support of family (and friends who are just like
family)
2. My work family across the globe (we're all working remotely, but
are meeFng virtually to spend some Fme together to laugh. Today
was Crazy Hat Day!)
3. Folks like yourselves who never fail to remind us that there are
always blessing to be found in our lives
Thank you for your upbeat aqtudes and your conFnued commitment
to all of us candle addicts.
A faithful Fall Diddly follower
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I am grateful for:
1. The sun is shining today!
2. Medical staff around the country who are fighting to save people’s lives
3. Having the technology to be able to stay in touch with the people we love and
watching the outpouring of love and hope from everyone out there!

I am grateful for many things including your fabulous candles that I found years ago at
the Milford Art Fair in Michigan. Here are the top 3:
1) I am thankful that I know God will get us through this tough time and that our new
normal will be better than ever!
2) I am so grateful for my fabulous husband Dave. We celebrated our 26th anniversary
last week and we were suppose to be in Las Vegas for the weekend. We still had a
great time with a carry out from our favorite restaurant.
3) I am grateful I have the best parents and family in the world!
❤❤❤❤

Three things I am grateful for : my children and the fact that they
are healthy; 2. For my husband who I would be lost without since
he is there for me through everything and now all my treatments
for Multiple Sclerosis; and 3. For my fur babies and all of the
comfort and happiness they bring to my family. There is a german
shepherd and six little kitties.
I love your candles and thank you!!!
During this unprecedented time there are so many things for which I am grateful, but
here are my top 3:
1. I am a speech-language pathologist. I am used to seeing and interacting with my
students daily. I am so grateful to be able to still keep in touch with them through
numerous computer platforms. My "kids" light up my day with their smiles. They giggle
and make me laugh as we try to continue on with our lessons with as much normalcy as
we can bring. They think it is a riot that they can make my head shrink or enlarge on
their computers!!
2. I am grateful for my family that stays in constant daily contact so that we can
emotionally support each other.
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3. I am thankful that my dog, Nigel, is by my side and is enjoying the fact that I am now
home with him 24/7. I'm not sure that he is grateful for all of the walks that we have
taken--he would be much more grateful if we could just relax on the couch.

I am thankful for:
1. My friends and family who keep in touch with me daily since moving away from
Illinois.
2. All the people who are essential workers, who honestly, are working in highrisk situations.
3. All the opportunities life has given me (we are a retired military family who have
been fortunate to love all over the world).
Gratefully.
1. I’m grateful for my family’s health
2. I’m grateful for a job that I can do from home
3. I’m grateful for people like you who keep everyone looking at the bright side.
Thank you!!!
I am grateful for...
1) My health
2) My family and friends
3) Food, water, and a roof over my head

I am thankful for sunshine, family and a roof over my head. Just switched
out our burners to Butt Naked and I’m thankful for the sweet pick me up
scent it leaves!! Hope you all are doing well.
Lots of love
Hello! Hope you all are well. Thanks for this opportunity. Stay safe out there!
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I am grateful for:
1. Family and Friends - I wanted to avoid the obvious answers but they are truly my rock
and I would be nothing without them.
2. The sun came out today! Seriously it's been raining here or cloudy for weeks... it just
added to the doom and gloom of everything going on. The sun feels refreshing and
gives me a feeling of hope. It's the little things.
3. Social media/Technology - normally it can be good and bad. But right now, as we are
under a stay-at- home order, it's a blessing to be able to stay connected.

Right now I am thankful for:
1) My family of course.
2) Being born and raised in the greatest nation in the world.
3) Life experiences both good and bad that taught me to be thankful.
4) The sunshine, flowers, trees, birds of a new spring.
5) My faith
6) I could go on and on but will stop with being grateful for my friends who have helped
me through it all.
Thanks!!

I am grateful that I have a healthy family and a new grand baby on the way.
Gratefully that my dad is still around to spend time with he will be 86 on March 30 so
happy to have him for this long. Also thankful for my husband who always support me
especially now when I have been a little stressed out with my business while we are down
during the corona virus I now I am truly blessed!

I am grateful for:
1. My Family (pets too!)
2. My Health
3. My freedom
Love your candles guys! This is a fun contest! We definitely need some positivity in our
world!
Three things I'm grateful for. First of all I am so grateful that God let me have my
children they are the world to me . Second grateful thing is my family we try at least
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once weekly to get together. third thing is I'm grateful that God lets me get up everyday
to go to work to provide for my loved ones as well as the place of where I work.

1. The Health of our family & friends
2. The togetherness of our family during this quarantine it’s
bringing, love the home cooked meals with all our young adult
children home
3.Seeing everyone active out in the neighborhood !! If seen
neighbors and pets I’ve NEVER seen before in 12 years and
everyone at a distance is friendly ☺
Three things I am grateful for reply:
1. My firstborn son, Ryan. He has worked so very hard in his 28 years. He graduated
summa cum laude, and worked three different jobs at one time. Lived at home
and saved his money for his down payment to close on his first home this month. He
has a candle warmer Creme brûlée’s burner to make it feel like home.
2. My second born, Maggie. She has also worked very hard in her most current job and
graduated with her Masters degree. She has flown the nest at 25 years old and taken
on the world to move from Missouri to New Jersey this week to start at new job during
the chaos of COVID-19 to be immediately quarantined for a minimum of two weeks in a
new “land”. I pray for her, and sent a Creme Brûlée with her to remind her of home in
her new apartment.
3. My third, a young college adult in Kentucky. Ally is hunkered down and practicing
social distancing with her roommates far from home. She’s studying hard for on-line
finals and missing home. Her position for employment is currently in limbo. She’s a fan
of Butt-naked, and reminiscing spring break bikini times!
These three kiddos are my joy and loves of my life, along with their Dad. We’ve enjoyed
the scents of Beckley’s since we moved from Arizona to Missouri in 2007 when we
discovered the booth at the Festival of Little Hills in St. Charles.
Go every year we can, and always look for your booth first!!
Thanks so much...grateful you make our home smell SO yummy!

Good afternoon!!
I am grateful for the following things.
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1. My co workers during this viral outbreak. We are on the front lines and kicking
butt!!
2. I am grateful for my health.
3. I am grateful for my family who understands when I come home after rough
days at work. They are awesome!!
Much thanks

I am grateful for
1) a roof over my head
2)good health
3)my faith , to know we will get through this

How fun! Thanks for the opportunity to share my thoughts of gratitude and an
opportunity to win your amazing candles!
1. I am grateful for the sun that shined today and motivated me to be outside!
2. I am grateful for an able body - out of shape, yet able, which allowed me to move
and stretch and clean and play all I wanted today.
3. I am immensely grateful for my 3 healthy children and my dedicated, loving
husband.
Thanks!

I LOVE your candles! I look forward to grabbing some at Eagle River's Cranberry
fest every year!
I am Grateful for:
1. Living in the peaceful Northwoods. It is beautiful up here....just a little long in
the winter!
2. My family, but especially my son Lucas. He has Cerebral Palsy and is nonverbal/wheelchair bound. He has taught us SO MUCH in his 8 years, and has
made us better people dc9a
3. My health. With everything going on tight now, I truly appreciate being well!
Thanks for the opportunity!
TO IDENTIFY THE THREE THINGS I AM MOST GRATEFUL FOR:
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1. A STRONG PRESIDENT WHOSE LEADERSHIP IS HELPING A GRATEFUL
NATION COPE WITH THIS CRISIS BY UTILIZING THE POWER OF OUR FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT TO PROVIDE NECESSARY RESOURCES, INFORMATION AND
SUPPORT.
2. I AM GRATEFUL FOR THE MANY CIVIC-MINDED NEIGHBORS OF THE
MINOCQUA, WISCONSIN AREA FOR THEIR THOUGHTFULNESS AND COMMUNITY
SPIRIT BY SELFLESSLY HARNESSING AVAILABLE RESOURCES FOR THE
BENEFIT OF EVERYONE.
3. I AM GRATEFUL FOR THE STRENGTHS OF MY FAMILY, MY FRIENDS, ALL THE
FIRST RESPONDERS AND FOOD SERVICE WORKERS AND MY GOD AS WE
LEARN HOW BEST TO COPE WITH AN EVER-CHANGING ENVIRONMENT.

First let me say thank you for making the best candles I have ever burned. I
bought one at Cranberry Fest in Eagle River WI and fell in love with them.
As for your question of three things I am thankful for. There are so many
blessings in my life, seen and unseen that it is hard to count. But all of my
blessing have become keenly visible to me in the last few weeks.
My mother has had a long tumultuous battle with Alzheimer's disease for many
years now. On March 15 she ended the suffering. I as well as my siblings will
miss her sweet whole self, the one who loved children and laughed so
infectiously it hurt. The one who taught us there is nothing more important in
this life than the love of Jesus. I will miss her but can't help be hopelessly
overjoyed and thankful for her reunion with Jesus and the healing from all
these worldly afflictions. So I am thankful for her life and can only hope to be
as much an example to my children and friends as she has been to hers.
Since my mothers passing, we have been hurled into this epidemic and I
have become even more thankful for all the healthcare workers braving the
virus and putting themselves on the front lines for the betterment of the whole. I
thought I was thankful for this during my mothers illness, but wow, like I said it
has become even more evident.
Thirdly and not lastly, I am thankful for every new day I wake and have the
opportunity to make it better than the day before.
God Bless
Three things I'm grateful for.
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1st- I am grateful for having a job that continually teaches me life lessons. I am a nurse
working in a hospital in MI.
2nd- I am grateful to have found a wonderful, caring, generous, supportive, and very hot
man to call my husband.
#3 I am grateful to have my family and my group of girlfriends that I have been with from
the start of life. The same girlfriends that are in anticipation every summer for art in the
park in Plymouth, MI so we can restock our fabulous Beckley's candles. Thanks for
making them!
Always live in gratitude,
Love this idea and contest!
I am grateful for:
1) Having access to technology that allows me to connect with friends and family
even though we are apart right now
2) Having pets to brighten my day and keep me laughing and occupied
3) Living in a city and state that is making a concerted effort to keep people at
home and safe right now
Good Morning, I would love to have a whole house full of your great smelling candles!
I am grateful for so many things right now but I will narrow it down to 3.
1. My family. We are here in isolation together and loving every minute of it.
2. Mine and my family's good health.
3. My job giving me the ability to stay at home until this craziness is over.
I hope you are all doing well also. thank you for this fun opportunity.

Welcome back! You have been missed!! Thank you for the opportunity to
share my appreciaFon!
1. Our military men and women who risk their lives to ﬁght valiantly for our
freedom
2. Our leaders and professionals who are working Frelessly for the health
and safety of all Americans during this Fme of medical uncertainty
3. The kind and brave neighbors, family and friends who are banding
together to move us all past this crisis
Thank you so much Marie! Be safe!
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I can not forget YOU! I am grateful that our paths crossed! I appreciate you and I
love your candles :)
Grateful for:
Trails -to walk my dogs
Cuddles-with my beautiful kids
Bed- you keep me so cozy at night!!!
Three things I am grateful for:
1. My daughter’s bravery as we begin a new phase in her life. She is transgender and
will begin receiving medical treatments soon. Each day faces the world with the
confidence and motivation to succeed. Her attitude and mindset alleviate soooo much
stress that I can work to be the best single dad possible!
2. My employer. I teach, so despite this Coronavirus pandemic and the millions of
Americans who are now unemployed, my employer has decide to continue paying us
our full salary. Not having to worry about whether or not a paycheck will come gives me
the ability to focus on keeping my kids engaged in continuing their learning
independently from home.
3. Nature. During these two weeks off I’ve been able to reconnect with nature. I recently
bought a home near a small lake, and my house backs up to a decently sized wooded
area. Every day, we walk to the lake and through the woods, regardless of the temps
outside, and appreciate the beauty Mother Earth provides us. We have realized that this
is something we shouldn’t take for granted!
Hope you like my list as much as we enjoy your amazing candles! Thanks for doing
something positive and we will see you when you make appearances at metro Detroit
fairs and festivals!

HI joe & marie, coming atcha from michigan! love seeing you in milford!
heres what i am greatful for...
1. health...so fortunate during this pandemic my family, friends and co
workers are healthy!
2. job...i am still working...i am a first responder so i am still working
everyday!
3. your candles...they are my fav and warm my heart when i smell them!
stay healthy out there and see you hopefully in august in milford!
take care
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1. I’m grateful for my sweet wonderful husband ,2 sons ,daughter-n-law,2 grand children
The Love they show and caring as well. Always there for me and as a family. The
precious memories.
2. So grateful for my two parents that are 85 and 92. Even though they have dementia
and I have to see about them at their assisted living they are a true Blessing. I miss
seeing them so bad through this time. But their love they have for ea. other is the
same love Jesus has for us.I want to share that same Love with others. I have more
Blessings than sorrows in caring for them in doing their laundry, showering them etc.
They are truly a Blessing.
3. I’m so grateful for the little things that sometimes we take for granted. Like going to
church, friends, just communicating with others. Being around other people. My
husband’s job. Food on the table. Roof over my head. Most of all my health. Have a
good day. Enjoy the sunshine. Pam Brown. Ps. Thankful for my Mom’s bread started
that I have been doing since our son was 3 and now he is 37.

Your email made me smile as I sit in my window looking out, drinking my
morning coffee.
This time has been so awful for everyone... And each day I look around and remind
myself things I'm grateful for.
Before reading your email this morning, I looked at my roasted candle on my bar and
thought, "I am grateful for my candle because it makes my space so comforting.". IRL,
this really happened. I probably would not respond back to this email but it was too
ironic to not... I have been burning my Beckley’s candles every day. It's so small, but it
makes my day more enjoyable.
Other things I've been so grateful for lately as I live inside and never leave my
apartment:
2) I still have my mom... And I'm calling her just to talk so much more these days (even
if she just tells the same stories over and over again.) ; )
3) It's spring! And the silver lining about never leaving my apartment is I can look out
and appreciate everything coming to life, grass turning green, trees budding. Things we
barely notice in our normal busy lives. In this strange time, sunny days and green grass
are everything!

So to you and your husband.... Know this. Your business is making
candles. They have been my favorite since I was a teenager buying them
at the town craft show, and my mom bringing them in her suitcase to
surprise me when she visits me in Kansas City, and ordering them myself
to ship here. You make candles.... But it's so much more than that...
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You make countless days a little more positive for so many people. Thank
you for what you do!
Stay safe, stay well.. we will all get through this together.

What a great idea!
1. Time for us to spend with one another.
2. Our health.
3. Love. Makes this a whole easier to go through with love.

3 things I am grateful for:
1. My children- I have the 2 best kids I could ever ask for. One is 12 and the other 15.
They have been troopers through the social isolation. They have even hung out with
me! de02
2. My parents- I have the most wonderful parents. They check on us and we on them.
They are in their 70s and still going strong. I love them more than words can say.
3. My friends- We have all started checking on each other with phone calls and text
during this crisis just to make sure we are okay and still have some sanity.
I hope you and your family/loved ones are all okay. Know that someone is thinking of
you kindly out here in the craziness!

1. I am thankful for being a nurse, even in the midst of the craziness in the
country with COVID. I am thankful to give back and go to work every day
and am thankful to have a job and be working currently when so many
people are not.
2. I am thankful for my health.
3. I am thankful for my family and friends!

Hi there!

1. My family
2. My friends
3. Food on the table
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Hi there!!
I am grateful for soooo many things right now, but if I had to narrow it down I
would say...
1. My wonderful husband. He’s just the best!!
2. My home
3. The fact that I’m a really really great cook, and my quarantine meals are so
yummy
I’ve been a fan of your candles for years and I always stock up at Frankfort Fall
Fest! Winning a case would make my home so cozy and happy. It would make my
whole month!
Sending love and positivity to you and your family

Three things that I’m grateful for:
1. The sun finally came out in the rain went away with warmer weather
2. With all this extra home time getting to read some really good books
3. And spending extra time with my husband and my two daughters

Good morning! Or afternoon or evening whenever you read this. I don't know if you'll
remember but I posted your candles on insta as "candle lit breakfast" a while back.

I'm so thankful for this warmer weather. It's a windows open kind of day.
I'm thankful for the monkey farts candle. While I've been able to work from home I've
been burning down a bunch of candles I never get to and I found my last monkey farts
jar so it's lit today. It reminds me of my family's old farmhouse that we used to visit in the
summer time. We would always open the windows and the house smelled so good.
I'm also thankful for podcasts. I listen to the Bobby Bones Show. Always sets me up for
a good day.
Hope you have a good day too.
Thank you for all you are doing, I work at the extended stay America in Rockford,
IL and have been working thru this time. I’m grateful my job is still open , grateful
for the laughter my boyfriend and I have everyday despite the terrible situation
and grateful my family is still in good health.
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I’m grateful for the time. The time to clean my house. The time to spend with my kids.
The time to relax and have self care time. Before this forced home time, I’d been
considering taking a day off of work just to ‘catch up’. Knowing that one day couldn’t
possibly help me catch up in anything and I’d probably ‘waste’ it doing nothing (that’s
self care right?). But I work in childcare and to leave my other kids even for one day
unnecessarily, hurts my heart. I still miss them terribly and we keep up through social
media (with parents). With all this forced isolation, I’ve had the time to slowly clean my
house AND maintain that level of clean, regularly. I’ve been able to sit, do nothing,
watch tv, play silly phone games, take a bath, so many me things. I’ve been able to
hang out with my kids (6&8). We watch shows and movies together, we do school work
together, we talk. I’m not tired after work and school because there isn’t work or
school. I have time to be a mom, a wife, a person.

The top three things I am grateful for are time, time, time.

I am grateful for the following three things:
•My family (friends) & our health
•My Employer (for allowing our entire company to work from home)
•My landlord for being very understanding & flexible during this time.

Thank you again for doing this!! I have a plan to share them if I win. I work in
health care and know a lot of people doing their part to keep “the home light
burning “ while not trying to “burnout” in the process. Plan to create gift boxes to
send them called “this little light of mine” thanking them for shining thru this
darkness. Will probably also include little other treats but not sure yet.
Thank you for your generosity and giving us the thrill of hope in winning the
candles and winning the virus war!
Be well. Be blessed as you are a blessing!!

1) I am thankful to have a roof over my head and a yard to walk in.
2) I am thankful for my three dogs and cat that keep my company and
entertained every day of my life.
3) I am thankful for today advanced technology that allows me to keep in touch
and see my loved ones through these hard times.
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I am grateful for so many things, but the thing I am most thankful for
right now is that God gave strength and wisdom to all the first
responders that are earthly heroes. They are working tirelessly to care
for, and protect us. All the while sacrificing the time with their loved
ones.
So grateful!!!

I am grateful for my family, my health, and last but not least is my faith
in God that he will see us all through this troubling time!!

I’m grateful:
I’m grateful for my family.
I’m grateful for my work.
I’m grateful for my community.

1. being able to cook
2.having my own house with my SO (lived with my parents all of 2018 and part
of 2019)
3. My pups

I am grateful for the following.
1. Family
2. God
3. A place to live.
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I am grateful for the following.
1. Family
2. God
3. A place to live.
Hope you’re staying well!
I’m grateful for 1. My family remaining healthy. 2. My awesome CEO
sending us all home to work over 2 weeks ago. 3. Being able to afford
to pay our bills
I have one candle left from the few I bought from your booth at the
Plymouth art fair last summer. It’s sitting on my desk, and I am using
it sparingly.

Thank you! I am grateful for your wonderful smelling candles! I
am grateful for the healthy birth of my 6th grandchild 3 weeks
ago. I am grateful for my health at the moment. I am grateful for
all my family and friends and the beautiful place I live.
Hey there!
I am so grateful for
1. My health
2. 2. My family and
3. 3. My job!
I am grateful for:
1. My husband, his love and support get me through days of anxiety and fear
2. My children, their laughter and live are amazing
3. My extended family, I miss them so much right now but we have to stay away. My 67
year old father with COPD would not handle COVID 19.
4. My job, times like these I am grateful that I can keep working and support my family
I love your candles. Only reason I go to Fall Diddley!! ❤ ❤ ❤
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1- I’m beyond grateful for the unconditional love and companionship my 2 cats
provide ever single day. They have no idea what’s going on out in this crazy
world of ours, all they know is the love inside of our home that never changes ❤
2- For as much as I complain about my job, I’m so grateful that I’m still
employed full time and am able to keep afloat in all this madness.

3- Lastly, I’m grateful for the 4 boxes of girls scout cookies I
bought from my niece.. they are hiding in the closet and
every time I go sneak a cookie or two it makes me think of
her and all I can do is smile... she’s the best.

This is a fantastic giveaway, thank so much!
I’m grateful for being able to work from home and my husband is still
working through this pandemic.
I’m grateful that myself and my family are healthy.
I’m grateful that society is coming together to try to flatten the curve.

1.

2.
3.
4.

I am grateful for the roof over my head and to be able to share it with a family
that loves me. I am grateful for the blessing of my fiancé who got me into candles
and continues to introduce me to new scents (her favorite is your blueberry
muffin candle). She keeps me motivated in times like this and I do my best to
make sure her days begin and end with smiles.
I’m grateful for a best friend who joined the army and just shipped over seas a
few months ago to protect our great nation. I’m grateful that he was just recently
able to contact me and fill me in on all that he’s been up to.
I’m grateful for everyone that has been working and fighting to protect the
citizens of our country from this virus. They do their best to allow me, my family,
and my fiancé to stay as safe as we can.
Lastly I’m also grateful for the businesses like yours that are doing things like
your candle giveaway to give us some cheer and something to look forward to,
so thank you.
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1. I am grateful for my team of nurses who show up everyday even
when they are scared.
2.I am grateful for my home.
3. I am grateful for my community. We are all working together to
socially isolate and still maintain some normalcy with online
school for my kids.

What a great offer! I’m thankful for you guys! Lighting the way!! Get it, ha!
I’m grateful for God, my Family and our friendship! You & Joe were/are so important to
me. ♥ Thanks for being there!
Blessing-

I am thankful for the following!
1. The unconditional love of Jesus Christ and his ever presence in these challenging
times.
2.The continued health of my family
3. The selflessness of all our nurses facing this virus head on!
4. Thankful for my sweet pooches that love to be close to me.
5. Thankful that we have food on our tables
6. Thankful that my kids haven’t set the house on fire (lol)!
7. Thankful for the teachers helping to still educate our children
8. Thankful for our President and his ability to make decisions.
9. Thankful that my husband is still employed
10. Thankful that we are able to walk around the block.
11. Thankful the God is my refuge and rock.
Three things I am grateful for
1. My family
2. A home to live in
3. My health
Thanks for this opportunity to possibly receive some of my favorite candles!
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I am grateful for:
1. My children are healthy
2. I still have my job
3. We have a roof and food in our table

3 Things I’m grateful for:
1- Our all powerful, loving, grace-filled God
2- My immediate and extended family, especially my sister who is on the frontline
battling this virus as an ER PA at Detroit Henry Ford Hospital
3- Wonderful, supportive, loving friends, especially our church family
Extras:
Clean running water
Indoor plumbing
Comfortable safe warm home
My cuddly cat Henry
Food to eat and feed my family of 7 and my 78 year old mom (who is recently widowed)
Snuggles from my little 2 year old curly ginger boy Asher
Teachers
Facebook and Zoom as a means of keeping in contact while under shelter in home
WiFi and technology
Thank you for allowing me to share this! I’m also thankful for your yummy smelling
candles. They can really set the mood of a home or space!

I am grateful for 1. God's love and protection, regardless of our circumstances,
either in our own little worlds or in our great big global world. 2. The fact that
God gave us a sense of humor to try to limit our anxiety and fear, and the ability
to find laughter and humor in most things, if we look for it. 3. Relationships with
our family and friends, which is all we really need besides God's love and
protection. Material things are just material things. Relationships are what it's all
about, both with God and with each other.

I am grateful for my health, my family, and my fur babies.
I LOVE your candles!
Thank you!
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I am grateful for:
1. My husband

2. My daughters
3. My parents

I am greatful for my 7 grandchildren. I am grateful to be a nurse. I am so
greatful for my yellow lab, Bella!
Well this is difficult! First off I love your candles it’s the only candle I
will buy now and I am running low so a new batch would be fantastic
so here goes.... I am grateful for so many things... First, I am
grateful for my health and the things I am able to do... Second, I am
grateful for the places I have seen and the fun adventures that came
with it. And last, I am grateful for my family and most of all my
beautiful son. He completely changed my life for the better and made
me a better person and I love him more than anything in this world.
Peace and love!

1. I am great full for my family. I have been very fortunate to have known 3 great
grandparents, all my grandparents, my parents for 63 years and my 93 year old father is
still alive and well. I have three happily married children that are all married and have a
total of 8 wonderful children of their own and one great grandchild. My amazing wife
also has three children that have 6 incredible children of their own.
2. I am great full for my innate desire to learn and use that knowledge to help others. I
have been blessed to use my god given talents as a science teacher, photographer,
developer, marketer and clinical tester of medical devices, and recently, as the CEO of the
Owen County Family YMCA I have been blessed to work with others to make our
community a better place for all.
3. I am grateful to have born and live in Owen county and to have inherited the genes and
examples of my parents that provided me with good health and a drive to help serve
others.
Besides that...I love your candles.
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I am grateful for:
1. 3 beautiful children, each with their own personality, this helps make the days
right now so much easier
2. A husband who is willing to work long, hard days to provide for us and to
make things we want possible
3. A great community of friends who can cry with me, put a smile on when I
need it and who I know will always be there for me

1. Family
2. Health
3. Happiness
Gratitude during a pandemic pulls on our (collective) heart strings.
1. Although I’ve been furloughed, the company I work for, still provides my
family dinner, every other night.
2. My husband is still working (flight attendant) risking his health, to keep us
afloat.
3. My parents are elderly, stubborn and live five minutes away. I’ve been able to
drop off necessities to them without physical contact.
Peace and love

I’m grateful for the unconditional love from my husband
and families.
I’m grateful for my beautiful dogs who are my children
and bring so much joy to my husband and I
I’m grateful to have a job that gives me satisfaction, sense
of accomplishment and the opportunity to help others.
I’m grateful for the love I received from my late mother
and grateful that she made me the woman I am today.
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Hello! Three of the things I am grateful for right now:
1) The fact that our septic did not freeze and winter is over! Laugh all you want, but I
have a whole new appreciation of modern plumbing after last winter’s ordeal.
2) Forced family time. Times are crazy, scary and uncertain, but coming up with
creative projects and activities with our teenage boys has been wonderful!
3) Being able to work from home with some amazing new coworkers...our pets!!

I am grateful for my sweet children who keep reminding me of true innocence And
perseverance during this anxious time.
I am grateful for my health
I am grateful for all the essential workers that are truly the backbone of our nation.
Stay well Marie & Joe ❤ Xo

I’m grateful for my children, grandchildren & good friends !!!!
Well this is fun!!
I love your candles! I discovered you last year in Plymouth MI at Art
in the Park. I hope you are going to be there this summer. Here are
my 3 things in no particular order. 1. I am grateful my husband still
has a job during this scary time. 2. Even though my college
daughter isn’t thrilled to be home I’m happy to spend more time with
her. 3. I’m grateful to have my Health and be able to go for daily
walks to clear my mind. I hope you have a great rest of your day.

1. My daughter
2. Hand sanitizer
3. Doctors and nurses

I am grateful for my life that seems so precious in these times of uncertainty.
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I am grateful for my home while Michigan is in a Stay at Home order
and my salon is closed down. I have somewhere with heat, water,
electricity, and food.
I am grateful for my faith that pulls me back to my center and assures
me that we will make it through these difficult times.
I am grateful for the love that my clients are showing me while they
eagerly await news on when we can get together and get that hair done.

I am thankful for:
1. God’s Grace and Love
2. My husband and children
3. This time that has been given to us to re-prioritize our lives to focus on God and
Family Togetherness.

1. Love and forgiveness from God
2. Family/home
3. Friends/job

I am grateful for God, my Family and my pets.

I am grateful for . . .
1) A career that I am still being paid for with the ability to work from home.
2) My two happy and healthy kids that I get to spend extra time with.
3) Having a functional coffee pot. :-)
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